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Methodology

Global Strategy Group (GSG) conducted an online 
survey of 1,201 likely 2024 general election voters 
in the battleground states of Arizona, Georgia, 
Michigan, North Carolina, Nevada, Pennsylvania, 
and Wisconsin between April 4th and April 11th, 
2023. 

The confidence interval at the 95% confidence
level is +/- 2.8%.

The confidence interval on sub-samples is greater.

Confidence Interval

Voters

Throughout this presentation, we will be referring to
three target audiences:

1. Base Democrats: Voters who typically vote for
Democrats, plan to vote for Biden in 2024, and
identify as Democrats.

2. Swing voters: Voters who are more mixed in
vote history, may be undecided for 2024, and
show other persuadable characteristics.

3. Base Republicans: Voters who typically vote for
Republicans, plan to vote for a Republican
candidate in 2024, and identify as Republicans.

Targets
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Net Approve
Overall Swing

-17 -35

-26 -45

-18 -23

Voters give both parties negative ratings on immigration

Biden and GOP Approval

Approve Don’t know Disapprove

40

32

36

3

10

10

57

58

54

Biden Overall Approval

Biden Immigration Approval

GOP Immigration Approval

Approve Don’t know Disapprove

Approve Don’t know Disapprove
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Net President Biden and Democrats
Overall Base Dems Swing Base Reps

-25 -6 -26 -44

Since the GOP is dominating the conversation and voters 
aren’t hearing from Dems, the GOP holds a trust advantage

Who do you feel like you hear more from on the issue of immigration?

27 21 52Overall

President Biden and 
Democrats Don’t know Republicans

39 14 47Overall

Who do you trust more on the issue of immigration?

President Biden and 
Democrats in Congress

Don’t 
know

Republicans in 
Congress

Net President Biden and Democrats
Overall Base Dems Swing Base Reps

-8 +82 -15 -90
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Without hearing from Democrats, voters feel the President 
is ignoring multiple aspects of the immigration issue

Do you think President Biden is trying to address the problem or mostly ignoring the problem at 
the U.S.-Mexico border?

37 11 52Overall

Addressing Don’t know Ignoring

35 15 50Overall

Do you think President Biden is trying to address the situation or mostly ignoring the situation 
around undocumented immigrants who live and work in the U.S., including Dreamers?

Addressing Don’t know Ignoring Net Addressing

Overall
Base 
Dems Swing

Base 
Reps Latinos

-15 +42 -15 -69 -2

Net Addressing

Overall
Base 
Dems Swing

Base 
Reps Latinos

-15 +51 -25 -74 -13
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Voters see what’s happening at the border as a big problem – as 
such it’s easier to “truth tell” about the challenge of it all than win a 
political debate about who is to blame for Washington inaction

44 56

That Republicans in Congress are playing politics 
with the issue and refusing to work with the 
Democrats to fix the country's immigration system

That President Biden and the Democrats in 
Congress are ignoring the problem and offering no 

solutions to fix the country's immigration system

Net Dem Argument
Overall Swing

-12 -10

Political Debate: Which concerns you more when it comes to immigration in the U.S.?

Voters view problems with our immigration system as long-standing – going back much further 
than Biden and Trump:  55% say the problem goes back further than President Biden or former 

President Trump, versus being President Biden's fault (26%) or Trump's fault (14%) exclusively.

Net Dem Argument
Overall Swing

+4 +14

Substantive Debate: Which side do you agree with more? 
Global migration is a challenging issue as more
migrants are forced to leave their home countries
because of natural disasters, dictators, and violence

President Biden's weak policies are encouraging 
people to show up at the border because they expect 

it to be easier to get into the U.S.

52 48
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Base
Dems

Base 
RepsSwing Latinos

24 53 74 35

58 40 21 50

41 35 23 27

25 33 37 40

14 22 36 24

37 17 8 24

Voters see the immigration system as deeply broken. They 
most want a system that is both secure and humane 

Which do you think best describes the country's 
immigration system?

Which two are most important to you when it comes to 
building the ideal U.S. immigration system?

53

37

45

71

51

29

40

33

18

26

9

11

12

5

8

9

12

10

6

15

Overall

Base
Democrats

Swing

Base
Republicans

Latinos

Deeply 
broken

Somewhat 
broken

Don’t 
know

Functioning 
well

51

39

33

32

24

21

Secure

Humane

Fair

Efficient

Orderly

Compassionate

% Top two most 
important
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Voters want balance in their approach to immigration, which 
includes both border security and pathways to citizenship.  This 
approach performs far better than an enforcement-only one

68

89

74

44

78

32

11

26

56

22

Overall

Base Democrats

Swing

Base Republicans

Latinos

A balanced approach that includes both 
border security and protects Dreamers, 
providing them and other eligible 
immigrants a pathway to citizenship

An enforcement-only approach that 
exclusively focuses on border security 

and limiting the use of asylum
Net 

Balanced

+36

+78

+48

-12

+56

Which approach do you prefer? 
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65

59

57

49

23

81

11

12

10

10

13

6

24

29

33

41

64

13

Modernizing and improving the physical infrastructure at high-
volume ports of entry to enhance screening and processing

Working with other Latin American countries to enhance legal
pathways and share responsibility in addressing the causes of

migration

Building new migrant processing centers at the border that can
handle greater capacity and process cases more efficiently

without jailing migrant families

Allowing migrant families to live with friends and family while
they go through their court proceeding and having community

and faith groups assign case managers and lawyers to each
family to ensure they show up to their hearings

Detaining migrant families and children seeking asylum at the
border in jails and detention centers until their cases are

resolved

Cracking down on illegal actions of cartels that cross our
borders and bring drugs like fentanyl into the United States

% Positive
Base Base

Democrats Swing Republicans

73 55 63

75 51 48

72 52 44

70 48 29

11 21 37

84 74 81

Positive Don’t know Negative

From a similar poll in 2022: 

Key border security proposals to address a potential increase in 
migrants include modernizing and improving infrastructure at high-
volume points of entry and cracking down on cartels

As you may know, this summer, there may be an increase in the number of immigrants at the southern border due to a coronavirus-era 
policy that is about to expire. Please indicate whether you view each policy positively or negatively.
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76

75

67

65

52

29

25

22

13

3

5

11

9

13

51

10

10

5

21

20

22

26

35

20

65

68

82

Increasing border security

Providing pathways to citizenship

Work permits for Dreamers

Expanding legal pathways to
immigration

Removing barriers to legal status for
Dreamers and DACA recipients

Title 42

Jailing refugees

Family detention

Family separation at the border

But while increasing border security is popular, so is providing 
pathways to citizenship and work permits for Dreamers.  Family 
separation and detention are deeply unpopular
Immigration Issues – Positives vs. Negative Views

% Positive
Base Dems Swing Base Reps Latinos*

61 80 89 58

88 75 64 84

82 64 55 66

78 59 55 67

75 43 33 60

22 23 39 24

10 22 41 27

10 24 32 20

9 15 17 12

Positive Never heard of this Negative

*Small sample size: results are directional
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61

53

44

27

15

11

12

7

5

3

28

35

49

68

82

Dreamers

Asylum seekers

Refugees

Immigrants crossing the
border

Illegal immigrants crossing
the border

% Positive
Base Dems Swing Base Reps Latinos*

83 53 43 62

71 58 34 70

61 37 32 38

45 25 10 32

25 14 5 16

Positive Never heard of this Negative

When talking about immigrants, lean in on “Dreamers” and “asylum 
seekers”

Immigration Issues – Positives vs. Negative Views

*Small sample size: results are directional
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Bipartisan coalition supports legal status and citizenship for 
undocumented immigrants and the Biden administration using its 
TPS authority

76 24Overall

There should be a way for them to gain legal 
status and a pathway to citizenship if certain 
requirements are met, including 
background checks

They should not be 
allowed to stay in the 

country legally and 
should all be deported

Which comes closer to your view about how to handle undocumented immigrants who are now 
living in the U.S., including Dreamers?

64 11 25Overall

Do you support President Biden using the TPS program to provide temporary protected status to 
undocumented immigrants who meet requirements*, allowing them to stay and work in the U.S.?

Support Not sure Oppose

Net Legal Status/Citizenship

Overall
Base 
Dems Swing

Base 
Reps Latinos

+52 +80 +62 +20 +64

Net Support

Overall
Base 
Dems Swing

Base 
Reps Latinos

+39 +80 +34 +3 +53

* Requirements cited in poll question include having gone through background checks, living in U.S., and 
coming from countries affected by political turmoil or natural disasters. 
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58

43

34

23

18

Passing criminal background
checks

Having lived in the U.S. for 10
years or more

Having a spouse, child, or
parent who is a U.S. citizen or

resident

Presenting evidence that their
family would experience

extreme hardship if deported

Proving good moral character

Voters support policies to protect DACA recipients and other 
immigrants

Would you support or oppose President Biden taking action to make it 
easier for undocumented immigrants who meet these criteria (shown in 
opposite chart) to apply to receive work permits and protection from 
deportation so they can stay in the U.S.?

Two Most Important Criteria for Cancellation of 
Removal

69

88

65

51

71

10

8

16

11

11

21

19

38

18

Overall

Base
Democrats

Swing

Base
Republicans

Latinos

Support Not sure Oppose

% Top two most important

Net Support

+48

+84

+46

+13

+53
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Base Base
Democrats Swing Republicans Latinos

47 35 29 43

41 36 29 38

41 31 31 46

30 21 22 28

23 27 21 21

37

35

35

25

23

They came here as children and know no other
home

They want to live and work here legally and
should be able to fully integrate legally

They are making economic contributions like
paying taxes and running small businesses

They are helping solve economic problems like
labor shortages and inflation

They are living under outdated immigration laws
and just want to get right with the law after

living here for years

The top reasons to provide pathways to citizenship include 
leaning into Dreamers who have known no other home than 
the U.S. and talking about the contributions of immigrants
Reasons to Provide Pathways to Legal Status and Citizenship for Undocumented Immigrants 
Already Living and Working in the U.S. 

% Top two best reasons
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Net Good
+10

+60

+5

-37

+13

+60

+19

-37

Beyond the direct contributions of immigrants, voter see 
immigration as good the U.S. economy

48

72

42

27

46

74

49

27

14

16

21

9

21

12

21

9

38

12

37

64

33

14

30

64

Overall

Base Democrats

Swing

Base Republicans

Latinos

Liberals

Moderates

Conservatives

Good for the 
economy

Has no impact on the economy/Don’t 
know enough to say Bad for the economy

What do you think is the impact of immigration on the U.S. economy as a whole?
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A series of message-testing exercises identified persuasive 
messaging on key immigration issues: 

What’s the top message on why immigration is good for the country?

What’s the most convincing reason to pass legislation to protect the undocumented from 
deportation and provide them a pathway to citizenship?

What are the most concerning aspects of the Republicans’ approach to immigration?

We are a nation of immigrants: nearly everyone in America has ancestors who came here as immigrants. Immigration is part 
of our past, present, and future, and it is crucial to who we are as a country. Immigrants belong to our communities – they 
build and own small businesses, pay state and local taxes, work hard, and send their children to the same schools as ours.  

We have millions of Dreamers, undocumented immigrant children who know no other home than the U.S. They want to go to 
college here, contribute to the U.S., invent new technologies, invest in our companies, and build and own small businesses 
here. They should be able to legally contribute to our country and economy – and we only are hurting ourselves by preventing 
them from doing so.

Republicans support extreme MAGA positions far out of line with the mainstream, including separating children from their 
parents at the border and the mass deportation of Dreamers and other undocumented immigrants.

What are the best border solutions to address a potential increase in migrants? 
Top solutions include modernizing and improving the physical infrastructure at high-volume ports of entry to enhance 
screening and processing, while cracking down on illegal actions of cartels that cross our borders and bring drugs like 
fentanyl into the United States.
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Republican Governors like DeSantis and Abbott are going too far in 
their approaches – their policies are effective foils to the balance 
Democrats should stand for
Immigration Policies Enacted/Proposed in States Like FL/TX – Too Far vs. Appropriate

64

63

60

55

47

11

13

11

16

14

25

24

29

29

39

Making it a felony for U.S. citizens to have an
undocumented immigrant in their home or to give them

a ride in their car

Giving ordinary citizens the authority to arrest migrants
who cross the border, and providing them immunity

from any criminal prosecution related to their actions

Denying access to public school for all undocumented
immigrant children

Using taxpayer money to fly planes or send buses of
asylum seekers from the southern border to northern

states

Eliminating in-state tuition eligibility for undocumented
immigrant students, many of whom were brought to the

country as small children

Goes too far Not sure Appropriate

% Goes Too Far
Base 
Dem Swing

Base 
Rep Latinos

81 59 51 65

81 58 49 72

80 57 42 65

71 47 44 51

68 43 29 45
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In testing various candidate profiles on the issue, balance 
wins out over security-only

Immigration Candidate Profiles

64

61

48

26

29

27

9

10

24

Would vote for Mixed Wouldn’t vote for

% Would Vote For
Base 
Dem Swing

Base 
Rep Latinos

75 57 57 56

75 57 49 70

25 40 75 42

BALANCED APPROACH: SYSTEMIC
A candidate who believes that our immigration system is 

broken and supports fixing it by investing in border security, 
while also creating a way for undocumented immigrants 

currently living in the U.S., like Dreamers, to earn citizenship if 
they meet certain requirements like a background check.

BALANCED APPROACH: SECURITY + FAILED DREAMERS
A candidate who knows that what's happening at the border is 

a problem and it needs to be more secure and better 
managed. At the same time, they know we have failed 

Dreamers, the undocumented immigrants who came to the 
U.S. as children, for far too long, and we must find a way to 

ensure they can earn citizenship.

SECURITY-ONLY APPROACH
A candidate who says they don't support open borders and 

thinks we need to crack down on crime and drugs at the 
border by building additional fencing along the border and 

hiring tens of thousands of more Border Patrol Agents.
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Summary of Key Findings
o Neither party is succeeding on immigration, but the President and Democrats face a tougher public

opinion environment because voters don’t understand where we stand on the issue. Voters give both
President Biden and Republicans in Congress low ratings on immigration. That said, because Republicans
continue to out-communicate Democrats on the issue, they retain a trust advantage over Democrats and are
allowed to define the debate on terms that are beneficial to them and detrimental to the President.

o Voters see a deeply broken immigration system. They want solutions that are balanced – that address
the border and Dreamers/the undocumented. Majorities across the battleground – including pivotal swing
voters – want a balanced approach with both border security and protections for Dreamers, including paths to
citizenship for them and other eligible immigrants. A popular, bipartisan approach includes both increasing
border security at high-volume ports of entry and policies like providing paths to citizenship, issuing work
permits for Dreamers, and expanding legal pathways to immigration.

o To that end, voters want to see legal status and a path to citizenship for those who meet certain
requirements rather than deportation. Policies like temporary protected status (TPS) are also popular, and
cancellation of removal for undocumented immigrants who meet certain criteria is broadly supported, even
by base Republicans. The criteria for cancellation of removal that are most important are passing criminal
background checks and longer-term U.S. residency.

o Strong pro-immigrant messaging makes values-based arguments that emphasize our shared history as a
country of immigrants and the importance of immigrants, especially Dreamers who know no other
home, being able to stay here and legally contribute. The reasonableness of these views is an effective
contrast to the Republican platform on immigration which is viewed as going too far – whether it’s policies of
mass deportation or some of the newer extreme policies being pushed in the states.
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Thank You
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